U.S.S.R. have to keep their

CMn

defense system invulnerable

against any type of attack, or eliminate ca!pletely offensive
nuclear weapons.

Typical survival techniques for a defense system

include 1) hardening, 2) distancing the system tran its potential
attackers, 3) naJdnq them maneuverable to evade attack, ani 4)
proliferating the defense with m:>re satellites. 135 HcMever,
these measures are very demarxllng in tems of technique ani CXlSt,
ani might ndt be suocessful. 136 '1hus the two countries will

eventually be ca1'pel.led to conclude that the only effective way to
keep thedefense system survivable is to attack the other side's

defense.

'!his would put the two countries on the track for

aoguiring disanninq first-stri.ke capability in a spaoe war-again
creating crisis ani arms raoe instabilities.

'Ibe c:cmplete

elimination of offensive nuclear forces is simply inpossible, for

each countJ::y would have to maintain retaliatoIy forces for an
unforeseen result of the aforementioned defensive weapons
c::atp;t.ition.

P.VEllects for U.5. EItt:erDed JiIi]Clear Det:en:en:le

IkIDinated World

umer a

Defense

What then, would becane of U.S. exterxied nuclear deterrence
in this defensive-based world?

First ani filI"Damentally, defensive

deterrent, or deterrence by denial, is less appropriate for the

policy of deterrence than deterrence by retaliation. l37 'Ibis is
because defense can affect the sucoess or failure of an
adve.rs.axy's military adventure alone ani ~ mre.

Deterrence

by retaliation, or deterrence by p.mistnrent, will affect mre than
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such a policy cu:t:cane:

it is a matter of life or death.

'!hus

even if the inplementation probability of such retaliation were
low, the deterrent power generated by pun:i.shnent WCAlld be lIUCh
stronger.
Secorrl, if the Soviet Union should became invulnerable to a

u.s. IUlclear attack, it WCAlld became IOClre risk-taking an:i
prov=ative around the world.

We can presImle this t.en1ency

through a brief review of U. s. foreign policy.

Fran 1945

to

1963, the U.S. enjoyed a !Ulclear lIOIlOpOly or maintained a dominant
nuclear capability vis-a""Vis the Soviet Union.

DJring these

nineteen years, in colXiucting its foreign policy, the U.S. sent'
seventeen inplicit or explicit strategic nuclear "signals" or
threats to
it.138

the

Soviet Union an:i other antagonists affiliated to

B.1t from 1964 to 1973, during which the U.S.S.R. steadily

increased its retaliatoty nuclear power, only two such cases were
observed. 139 An:l. since 1974, un:ier!Ulclear :int:erdeperrlence
characterized as MlID, there have been no signals.140 '!he IOClre
the U.S. became vulnerable to Soviet nuclear attack, the IOClre
reluctant the U.S. became to use !Ulclear threats in SUR?Ort of its
foreign policy.

'lhese empirical facts suggest

to us that the

Soviet Union would actually became IOClre adventurous once it became
invulnerable to U.S. nuclear attack, an:i vice versa.
Sllnilarly, the fact that the Soviet union would no longer
fear escalation to !Ulclearwar would make the Soviets IOCll:e willing

., to use conventional means against U.S. allies.

'!his t.en1ency

,WOUld be increased should SDI draw efforts away fran conventional
,fOl::ce inprovements that are in the mainstream of U.S. allies'
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security interests.

'!he sheer expense of actual 8DI deployments

lIIight force the U.8. to sharply reduce outlays for conventional
forces. 141 '!he possible curtailment of U.8. forces stationed in
its allies' territory, whose stationing is one of the visible
e.mbod:iments of the U.8. security oammitment, would have an adverse
effect on U.8. extended deterrence.
'!bird, the prospect of two-sided defense shields lIIight affect
NA'IO's strategy of flexible response.

By deploying a nrulti-

layered defense shield, the U.8. would in theory be less
susceptible to attacks on its ICDfs that are planned to be
elTployed for selective response options.

9lt the Soviet defense

shield would compel the U.S. to use larger numbers of lIIissiles,
thereby ~ering flexibility .142
Of greater consequence would be the situation whereby defense
shields deployed by the U.S. am the U.S.S.R. are highly
effective, whereas those for non-nuclear U.8. allies are less
effective •. SUch a situation is plausible in view of the fact that
the non-nuclear U.S. allies both in Europe am East Asia lack
defense depth vis-a-vis the Soviet Union ('!he Soviets would have
the same problem against the nuclear lIIissiles of the P.R.C., the
.
.
U.K., am France). Flight tiInes of lam-based soviet delivery

vehicles to these U.S. allies are shorter, so that there would be
opportunity to intercept them en route.

TeJ:minal defense

thus be the only realistic defense shield for these allies.

1qlE!ct:in;J a near-perfect defense by terminal. defense alone,
i:MEwe:r" seems to be a mirage.

'!his prospect conjures up the

of a nuclear war lilllited. to the theater level am decollpled
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fran strategic nuclear war.

U.S.

ex\:enjed

would virtually cease to be credible.

nuclear deterrence here

'Ihus, unless the U.S. a:rxi

its allies developed a highly effective tenninal defense, which
would also be indispensable for the U. S. in view of the Soviet lCM
trajectcn:y SIa1S that ccW.d be stationed off the u.s. coasts, a
llIIItually defense dominated posture would not provide U.S. allies
with a safer world.

SDI As a Ibint Defense
As noted earlier, force requirements for a near-perfect

nationwide defense shield are fonnidable.

Although forecastin:J

the net effect of technology is risky a:rxi major breakthroughs

ccW.d change the way we look at problems, there is at present
little reason to believe that a defense shield that satisfies all
those requirements would be ready for deploynent in the next
decade or so.

Many years of work a:rxi tremerxious

Basically, SDI's R

&

costS lie ahead.

D for leak-proof CXlII1prehensive defense is a

very long-tenn project whose cutccane is uncertain at best.
On the other han:i, the U.S. at present faces pressin:J

strategic problems such as on;;oin:J Soviet reinforcement of· its
strategic defense,143 vulnerability of U.S. strategic 031 assets
and diminishing sw:vivability of U.S. ICDI forces.

If SDI's R

&

D

. . were geared to ailningat solutions to these problems, SDI can
,carrt:x"mIte considerably.
ste<~dy

First, R & D on SDI can respond to the

Soviet ballistic missile defense (BID) efforts by providin:J

'.deterrent to any Soviet decision to withdraw :from .the AntiU.I.;LStolLC

Missile Treaty (AIM Treaty) a:rxi by creatin:J a hedge
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against Soviet breakthroughs in BID "b;dmology .144

In fact the

Reagan l\dministration has enumerated this as a short-term
objective of SDI. 145 However, it is reported that SDI's focus is
mainly on exotic technology an:l that SDI as it is now =nstituted
is really not suited to this objective. 146

Putting a priority on

these would mislead the
Soviets into thinking that the U.S. was locked in on a crash
program of total pcp1lation defense systems, thereby pranpting,
rather than checking, near-term

~ion

of Soviet defense

systems as well as offensive forces.
Se=nd, the results of SDI's R & 0 can be applicable to the

protection of U.S. retaliatory forces an:l =itical ClI facilities.
Defending these .:i.mportant nrl.litary assets is strategically sound
as a device for strengthening strategic nuclear stability.

'!he

u. S. lCEM force an:l strategic command and control centers are the
focus of this situation.

U.S. lCEMs have pranpt hard-target kill

capability, but their suzvivability has been gradually eroded by
the inprovement of Soviet =unte:J:parts.

Eventually, they might

fall into a "use them or lose them" category.

Providing U.S.

lCEMs with a defense shield, within the =nstraints of an
.•. offensiveanns =llbool agreement that keep Soviet lCEM warlleads
Peneclth the level at which the shield would be ovenihelmed, will
only ensure
their
.
, suzvivability, but also will decrease Soviet

[lCentiVEIS to first strike in a =isis.
,WV\.u....

make this aCOClllllishment

'!he cutccme of SDI's R

&

easy; should such protection·

necessary. 147 strategic ClI centers will also profit fran
',:defE~a,

although the benefit would be less than that of the
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lCEfo!s because their relatively snall numbers YIOIlld allCM the
attacker to enploy nany waJ:heads on each. 148 In this way, a
certain rre.asure of protection for strategic forces am

~

centers enhances strategic stability by inproving the
survivability of secon:l-strike forces, thus gaining time for
controlled reaction in case of =isis am war.

stabilizing U.S.-

Soviet ImItual deterrence in itself helps lead to easing of EastWest relations, which is no doubt conducive to the security of
U. S. allies themselves.

President Reagan I s vision of protecting populations am
eventually eliminating nuclear weapons is, in itself, desirable,
morally 8IP=aling, am consistent with the human instinct to
develop ~ against persistent threat and fear.
this feat, however, requires time and money.

To achieve

Furthermore, even i f

a defensive-based world were =eated, it would not necessarily be
more stable and safer than the one we have today.
In a more furrjament;al sense, it is questionable

to rely

heavily on technology in eliminating the nuclear threat.
Antagonism or rivalry is political in its origins and can be
alleviated or resolved primarily by political action.

Even though

technology is clearly an inportant factor in issues of
intematiqnal stability, technology per se cannot bring about
lasting peace.

Even an ardent .advocate of SDI declares that he

"<!!'Xi other SDI supporters as well are un:ier no illusions
:

~,

about the .

:!,;j;mit:atiOIlS of "technological peace. n 1.49 A U.S. policy ofUgo-it-

tl<:!l'lE,1I with the SDI pzog:cam will inescapably invite Soviet
p.1Iiltea:m3aS:urles, which, in turn, .would make the project tougher to
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realize.

To attain a defense shield that negates nuclear threat,

Soviet urrlerst:anding arrl cooperation, for example toward a drastic
reduction of offensive forces, are absolute prerequisites, in
addition to advanced technology.

However, given the fun:lamental

mistrust between the U.S. arrl the Soviet Union, this writer is
unable to ccmprehend how arrl why either camtry could engage in
SUC'h cooperation.

MOreover, if u.s.-Soviet relations should grow

into SUC'h cooperative arrl friendly ones, do we really need a
cx:.rnpre1lensive defense shield such as SDI?
'!his criticism of the SDI program thus far does not mean that
SDI project should be SCLappid.

two good near-teLm reasons to

As suggested, there are at least

earLy

situation of u.S.-Soviet rivalLY:

out SDI's

R &

D in the cu=ent

to hedge against Soviet

technological breakthroughs in defense arrl to have a clearer idea
concerning the options for point defense of inportant militaLY

assets.
valuable:

In the long-teLm, too, proceeding with R & D on SDI is

possible scientific arrl technological innovation of

SDI's R & D will provide spin-offs for Sophisticated conventional
weapons arrl non-militaLY high technology fields. 15O '!he point,

however, is that without certain u.S.-Soviet political urrlerstarrling, it is impractical arrl risl!;y to pl1.mge forward toward the
SDI's long-t:enn objective of highly effective population defense.
It is litpractical since, whatever exotic technology the SDI
,

program invents arrl )ltilizes, a leak-proof defense is unlikely. to
care about because of Soviet countermeasures.

SDI urrler the

current U.S. -Soviet rivalLy is risky, because the visualized total
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defense, irrespective of its effectiveness, might destabilize
u.S.-Soviet nuclear relations.

a:NCUJSICH:

MEANS Fm

'lHE rnEDIBILr.I.Y OF 'lHE U.S.
HX:lEI\R lEIEEUA

~

A two track policy is necessary for the maintenance of
credible U.S. exterrled nuclear deterrence.

One track

is to

inplement measures against outbreak of nuclear war between the

•

U.S. am the Soviet union. I5I '!he other track is to strengthen
the ties between the U.S.

am its allies in order to prevent the

Soviets fran misun::lerstan:ling A1rerican nuclear canmibnent.

Measures Against an out:hl:eak of Nuclear ter

For the first track, there are three broad policy dimensions:

1) the pursuit of a balanced policy between the maintenance of a
credible U.S. nuclear deterrent

pc1tIer

am stable u.s.-Soviet

mutual deterrence, 2) the maintenance of regional conventional
militaJ:y balance vis-a-vis the Soviet union, am 3) lowering the
risk of losing control over nuclear weapons.

'Ihe last category of

policy efforts is no less .tinportant, since nuclear war could
result not only fran calculation but also fran inadvertence am

'Ihe U.S. strategic debate of the late 1970s am 1980s has
a basic division between those who stress the
nature of nuclear deterrence am those who
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believe that nuclear deterrence is ultiInately based on the ability

to deny the Soviets the prospect of gain ani to threaten
destruction of high value targets in retaliation.

For the fOnter,

>

the kn<:Mledge of the possibility of mutual suicide at the en:i of a
pIcx::e5S

of escalation is sufficient for deterrence.

']be

mere

existence of nuclear weapons that could destroy the Soviet society
provides the hard core of deterrence.

Irxieed, as Michael HcMard

once put it, "[S]ociety may have accepted killing as a legitiInate
instrument of state policy, but not, as yet, suicide."l52
For the latter, the existential suicidal threat alone is not
sufficient for a credible deterrence, ext:erx:Ied deterrence in
particular.

']be

effectiveness of deterrence depeOOs on Soviet

perceptions ani calcuiations of relative nuclear capabilities of
the U.S. ani the Soviet Union.

'!hus, to this school, po;orerful ani

superior damage-l:iJniting capability for escalation daninance is
the essential element for credible deterrence.

']be

!:letter the

damage-l:iJnitation of the United states, the l10re it can withstan:l
a retaliatory attack ani, hence, the l10re credible the threat to
use nuclear weapons becomes.

Each of the two has its own persuasiveness.

However, the

extreme case of each tenet contains seriOllS danger.

For the

former, it risks Soviet nrl.surrlerstanding oonceming U.S. resolve
. to the oommibne.nt to the security of its allies through nuclear

For the latter, limitless pursuance of damageeither by

pIUiipt hard-target oOunterforc:e

capability

r,I:atlon-wjlde defensive measures, is destabilizing for U.S.mutual deterrence ani would eVen be perceived as a first- .
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In this case, threats that are interrled to deter

strike threat.

may instead provoke.

Thus, policy orientation should be a

balanced deterrence, not s:ilTq:>ly deterrence by existential suicidal

threat or by increased threatS.

'!he latter should CO!!plE!llel1t the

former, up to the point short of destabilizing the U. 8. -soviet
mutual deterrence.
Several :ilTq:>ortant measures for the above policy direction can
be put forth.

'!he U.8. strategic triad (ICfMs, 8IDrs

am

long-

range banbers including those carrying AIOfs) should be IOOdernized
as necessary to ensure that an adequate proportion would survive
attack· am be able to penetrate Soviet defenses.
of a diverse

am

'!he maintenance

redundant retaliatory force is :ilTq:>ortant, since

their collective ability to survive attack

am

penetrate defenses

is greater than that of each CXlIlpOl'leIlt in isolation.
reason, U.S. lCEM forces should be maintained.

For this

I f this colL1ponent

of the triad were to be eliminated; it would give the Soviets the
opportunity to concentrate their efforts on anti-air

am

anti-

sutlnarine technologies, which could place long-range bombers am
8IDrs in jeopardy much easier than would be the case under.the
more diversified triad system.
In parallel with this, it is necessary to experrl further

efforts on sane other measures including anns control, for the
stabilization of U.S.-Soviet mutual deterrence.

'!hese include,

firstly, establishment of measures to solve the theoretical
lCEMforce.
negotiate a shift of U.S.
1lLU;iS.UL....

am

one

step would be to .

Soviet lCEM forces from MIRVed·

to single-warllead missiles.
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SynUroet:rical numbers between

launchers am. warheads,

al~

with an adequate basin;J node, would

ensure the survivability of lCEM forces as well as enhance =isis
stability.

SoIriet acceptance of sin;Jle-wartlead lCEM forces would

be unlikely in

view of its heavy dependence on lCEMs in the

oolllposition of its overall strategic forces.

l~

However, as a

tenn policy objective, this concept should be maintained.

'!he

other strategically soun1 choice would be deployment of multilayered defense for point defense of the U.5. lCEM force.
However, this is a politically canplicated q>tion since it would
risk giviIX] rise to public pressure to extend deployment to
erx:::onpass nation-wide defense, an option about which the

feasiliility is questioned on technical am. strategic grourxis.
'!he secon:i is a ban or limit on deployment of anti-satellite

weapon systems-especially high-altitude anti-satellite systems
that threaten ballistic missile early warning satellites am.
c:ommtmication satellites.

unrestrained development am. deployment

of anti-satellite systems by the U.5. am. the SoIriet Union would
erode each side I s oonfidence that it would receive adequate
warning of attack am. be able to c:ommtmicate with retaliato:ry

forces,thereby lowerin;J =isis stability.
'!he third is the oonclusion of the Cc!rprehensive Test Ban
Treaty that allows only the mi.n.imum lUlClear testin;J.

Tightened

limits on nuclear testin;J would constrain developnent of :newer am.
potentially more destabilizin;J weapons.
Fourth, while there are reports that srm forces have been

shifted away from close proximity to each side targets, the issue
of close proximity strategic. forces still needs to be addressed
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am agreed upon in the =ntext of anns control negotiations.
Close proximity strategic forces present at least two
dest:abilizi.n;J factors.

One

is short-time of flight am therefore

very lllnited reaction time, am the

other is the potential for

depressed trajectory launches which can CCI'Iplicate detection
systems.
In the

current corxlition of essential equivalence of U.S.-

Soviet strategic nuclear forces, a conventiOnal war is the IOOSt
likely path to nuclear war rather than by direct nuclear threat.
In that sense, successful deterrence of conventional

war would be

tantamount to the success of deterrence of nuclear war.

MOreover,

in teJ:ms of =ntrillution to deterrence, conventional buildup would
be more helpful, since threats to use conventional forces are more

credible than threats to use nuclear weapons.

I f the Soviet Union

errploys its conventional forces against major U.S. allies umer
the corxlition of u.s.-Soviet strategic parity, it is likely to be

only when a quick conventional victory or fait accompli seems
possible.

nros,

it is crucial for U.S. allies, with the

assistance of the United states, to maintain a favorable, or at
least not too unfavorable, llmnediate ani short-ten"n regional
conventional military balance vis-a-vis the Soviet Union to
prevent it frcm achieving such a quick result. 153
An inportant caution, however, might. be necessary in the

. . buildup of conventional forces:
prcJlltik:irg the Soviets.

be wary of the danger of

A pc:ME!rful offensive force posture ani .

stra1:eg1Y, whether based on advanced conventional technOlogies or
.. the deployment of provocative theater nuclear forces, could
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increase the risk of theater nuclear war by provokir:q Soviet

pl::eelliPLion or by laweri.n:J the Soviet nuclear conflict threshold.
Deterrent threats CC&11l1IllI1icated by military forces often ten:l. to be
perceived as carpellence.

'1hreats perceived as carpellent usually

breed rescIlnenL, rejection and irrational con:luct. 154
Inadvertent or accidental nuclear launch is no less a major
cause of nuclear war than large-scale colWE!lltional war.

First, a

policy of launch-on-w.uni.ng or launch-umer-attack seems to be an
easy solution to the vulnerability problem of U.S. Icms.

aIt in

view of darJ:Jers of accidental or unauthorized launch :inherent in
this option, the U.S. should not adopt these options for the
renaiy of the ICEM vulnerability problem as operational policy.

Seccnd,

SOIt¥a

categories of battlefield nuclear weapons would prove

difficult to control centrally if conflict should arise.

'!hey

pose a real danger of accidental or unauthorized use in the "fog

of war."

'!his darJ:Jer is especially serious inEurq;le where

sizable tactical nuclear weapons are deployed along the border in
central Europe.

Conventional weapons with advanced technologies,

probably derived fram the on-qoi.n:J SDI research, can replace the
battlefield nuclear weapons.

'lhlrd, safety devices and procedures

including pennission action links for the sea based nuclear forces
including SUNs should be lirproved.

An encouragi.n:J recent

develqxnent in reduci.n:J the danger of accidental nuclear war is
the U.S.-Soviet agreement of September 1987 for establishiJx]

Nuclear Risk Reduction centers in each national capital as a

mechanism to avoid nuclear incidents duri.n:J periods of
tension. 155 FUrther dialogue and caranunications between the two
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countries would de::rease the

~ers

of accidental and

lmauthorized nuclear launch.

SI:renJt:heniIq of Ties Beb;een the U.8. and Its Allies

For the second track, the strengthening of ties between the
U.S. and its allies, necessary measures var:t due to the
essentially contextual nature of the U.5. nuclear umbrella.

'lhe

geo-strategic enviroruoont in which U.5. allies are located laxgely
decides the function of U.8. extended nuclear deterrence.

case of Japan, CCJlIilared with the West

In the

Eurcpean situation, nuclear

conflict threshold is higher but the U.8. nuclear umbrella is
perceived as less credil>le.

'lhe nuclear threshold is higher

because the Northeast Asian strategic environment is essentially
:maritime in nature, and the combined U.5. and Japanese
conventional sea and air capability is not in as adverse a
deterrent posture vis-a-vis the soviet union, as in the case in
Europe where Western Europe and U.8. forces face overwhel.lni.m

numbers of soviet conventional ground forces.

'lhe U.8. nuclear

umbrella appears less credible to Japan since U.S.-,Japan
relations, again CCJlIilared with U.S.-west Eurcpean relations, do
not enjoy CCII'par!!ble mtual sympathy, loyalty, and ''we feeling"
based on cultUJ:a1, historical, religious, and ethnic identity.

Against this backdrop, several policy directions on the part

of Japan can be put forth.

In the military dimension, besides

closer U.8.-,Japan military cooperation, Japan's stepped-up .
conventional military buildup, sea and air capability in
. particular, is crucial.

u. 5. sea and air
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pc1<l9r

in the Far East is

primarily derived fram the U.5. Seventh Fleet, the power of which
in tenns of consistent capability is not pennanently operated in
the Japanese defense region.

'1he Seventh Fleet is respollsilile for

providi.rr:1 maritine capability in support of U.5. national

objectives throughout the Westen1 Pacific, Irrlian Ocean ani
Southwest Asian marit:iIre area.

'1he outbreak of milital:y conflict

in the Middle East might bring about a power vacuum in Northeast
Asia.

In such a case Japan will have

to deal with the initial

stage of a Soviet adventure alIilost on its own, until additional
U.S. forces arrive.

In this sense, the maintenance of a sea ani

air balanoe between a combined U.5.-.Japan capability ani the
Soviet capability alone would not be sufficient.

Japan l\IUSt

prepare maritine ani air forces to a level which would enable it

. to deal with Soviet naval ani air operations in Northeast Asia
with only limited u.s. support.

Japan's continuing abstinence

fram procurement of offensive weapons can be designed to hold the
potentially provocative nature of such a defense to a :miniJm.nn,
dcxnest.ically ani regionally.
that of the Soviet union.

Japan's GNP is now c:onparable to

Insufficient resoun::es ani budgetal:y

constraints are not a plausilile excuse for constrai.riin;r the
developnent of a legitilnate defense, if Japan wants to keep the
nuclear threshold high. . Moreover, aside from the American
willingness to defend Japan against actual soviet invasion, the·
strategic inq:lortance of the Japanese archipelago to the U.5. (ani
therefore the inq:lortance to the Soviet union as well) may not in
ani of itself be very helpful in the extended deterrence, since

the greater the strategic value of Japan, the higher the
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costs

ani

the greater the risks the Soviet Union will presumably be ready to

accept in order to =ntrol Japan.156
Finally, the non-military d:i.Irension is no less inportant than
the military d:i.Irension, since the function of extended nuclear

deterrence is political as well.

An inportant empirical study

shows that "sncressful extended deterrence is very lTIIlCh nore than

just a matter of having a favorable military balance, an:i very
ll1Udh a matter of the nature an:i extent of ties between the

deferxier state an:i the state it wishes to protect. ,,157 Political
cooperation an:i economic interdepen:ience between the U.5. an:i
Japan would make the U.5. nuclear cammitl!ent nore believable in

terms of Soviet perception, s i b this would increase Anerican
stakes an:i interests in U.5.-uapan relations.

Political an:i

economic disputes, such as the current trade dispute, can damage
U.5.-uapan cohesion an:i reduce the crediliility of the U.5. nuclear
umbrella by fueling Soviet misunderstarrling of it.

last, bonds of

mutual identification, which are nore inportant for the sucx::ess of
extended deterrence than particular inlices of political,

economic, an:i military cooperations would be pranoted by close
communications an:i attention.
Specifically, the U.5. an:i Japan lTIIlSt search for as many
cammon points as are evident in their

:mutua1 global

outlook, an:i

then build a strategy on these· which is bEllievable to all parties

in the puzzle of global stability in the caning age.
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Anti-ballistic Missile (AJI1): A missile weapon for destroyin:]
attacking ballistic missiles. '!he system includes radars for
target acquisition, missile c;{Uidance, am weapons targetin:J.
Anti-satellite weapon (ASAT): A system designed to destroy or
disrupt the operation of an adversru::y's satellite.
'!he capacity to abso:rb the total
weight of an enemy's nuclear strike am retain the capability
to launch an attack in a response that 'NCUld inflict
unacceptable damage on the aggressor.

AssUred destruction capability:

Atauic denDlition munition (Am): A nuclear device designed to be
emplaced and detonated on or belOW' the grourrl, or I.II'der
water; also called a nuclear land mine.
Ballistic Missile Defense (BID): A ccmplex of radars, launchers,
weapons, target acquisition, and missile guidance for the
detection and destruction of ballistic missiles in flight.
'!he many different proposed weapons systems include
interceptin:] rockets, laser or particle beams, am debris
t:.h:J:oNnupby nuclear explosions.
circular Error Probable (CEP): A measure of the accuracy
attributable to ballistic missiles. It is the radius of
circle into which 50 peroent of the warheads a:i.nv=d at the
center of the circle are predicted to fall.
Counterforoe: Militcuy plans or weapons directed against an
opponent's ntilitcuy forces.
CCJuntervalue: Militcuy plans or weapons directed against an
opponent's civilian am economic centers.
crisis stability: Confidence shared by adversaries in a crisis
that neither side could gain a decisive adVantage by usin:]
nuclear weapons first; results pr.iJnarily :frau the possession
by both sides of smvivable, secure retaliatory nuclear
forces; reduces incentive for a preenpw've strike.
Cruise missile: .A slow-flyin] pilotless aircraft; difficult to
detect by radar; can be anned with nuclear, conventional, or
chemical warlleads; and can be launched :frau an ai=aft,

submarine, surface ship, or land-based platform. It
possesses ~t accuracy because· of. tenninal guidance.
Depressed trajectory:

A ballistic trajectory with an abnormally
IOW' apogee to reduce the possibility of early detection by
radars. Use of: such trajectories has the effect: of reducin]
. the range of the missile.
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l)Jal-capable system: A weapon system capable of can:yin;l' nuclear
or oonverrtional explosives.
l)Jal-key system: 'Ibe method by which m:>re than one count:ry is
included in the final decision to use nuclear 'W'ElaPOl1S durin:J
time of war. '!his allOtlS for consultation anr:JrJ:J allies as to
the decision to resort to a nuclear attack.
Enhanced Radiation Weapon: Also known as the neutron banb, the
enbanoed radiation weapon is an atanic banb designed to
E!llhance the ratio of neutron CAItput to blast. Primarily an
anti-personnel weapon, it is regarded as potentially IIOre

suitable for use against an anro:red assault in a heavily
urtlanized area.
Escalation daninance: 'Ihe ability of one side in a conflict to
gain a net military advantage by goin;l' to the next higher
level of force.
'Ihe extension of the American nuclear
umbrella to al:eaS such as Western :E.\lrqle, the Republic of
Korea, an:i Japan.

Exten:1ed deterrence:

Used to refer to What is satJatines called a
"disal::I\dng first strike": a large nuclear attack intended to

First strike:

destroy the retaliato:ry forces of the opponent, leavin;l'
forces insufficient to inflict substantial damage on the
attacker.

First use:'Ihe initial use of nuclear 'W'ElaPOl1S of any size an:i
against any taxget by either party to a conflict.
Flexible response: A strategy providin:J for the maintenance of
capabilities to respOrX1 in kind or with incrementally greater
force to various levels of oonverrtional or nuclear
aggression; first proposed. to NAro by the u.s. in 1962;
finally adopted by the Alliance in 1967 to replace the
strategy of massive retaliation.
Refers to systems based an:i operatin;l'
close to enemy terri~for instance, U.S.banbe.rs,
aircraft carriers, an:i missiles based in the European an:i

Forward Base system (FBS):
East Asian areas.

A taxget protec:t.ed against the blast, heat an:i
radiation of nuclear explosions; for instance a missile silo.

Hard taxget:

launch on wanting: Refers to a retaliatoJ:y strike launched on
the detection of an enemy attack before. the enemy weapons
have arrived an:i explcxled.
Iaunch umer attack: A policy of I.aunc::.h.in;J missiles under attack
conditions to prevent a large number of them fl:an bein:J. .
destroyed in their silos.
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Midgetman missile: A single-wartlead, IOObile, lan:i-based ICIM
UIXier deve10prrent by the United states.
-,

Multiple Irrleperrlently-taxgetable ReentJ:y Vehicle (MIRV): One of
two or =re reentJ:y vehicles carried by one ballistic missile
but capable of being directed to iniividual taxgets.
Mutually Assured Destruction (MAD): Refers to the ability of the
U.S. arxi the U.S.S.R. to destroy each other as 11¥:ldern
societies even after they have erxiured a full-scale initial
nuclear attack.
MX missile: A MIRVed, fixed, lan:i-based ICIM with ten wartleads;
the U.S. inten:ls to deploy fifty MXs in Mirnrt:eman silos.
National Cclmnarrl Authorities (NC'A):
decisiomnakers.

Top national

security

Nuclear threshold: '!he point at which nuclear weapons are first
used by either side (Le., efforts to reduce reliance on
nuclear weapons are at:te!lpt:s. to "raise the nuclear
threshold") •
Pennis~dve

.action link (PAL): A code device attached to nuclear
weapons deployed abroad that i.npedes the unauthorized arming
or firing of the weapon.

Precision Guided Mlnition (IG1): A weapon of great accuracy that
hames in on the target with tenninal guidance.
PLexnpL taxget:

See "Time-urgent taxget."

A retaliatory nuclear attack in response to a
strategic nuclear strike by the adversary.

Secon:l strike:

.

Single Integrated Operational Plan (SlOP): U.S. plan for
strategic retaliatory strike in the event. of nuclear war,.
including targets, tactics arxi force st.rergth needed for such
a plan.
Time-urgent taxget: A taxget that can be =re easily located or
destroyed early in a conflict; includes bombers still on the
grouni arxi nuclear nnmitions still concentrated in storage
sites.
Transporter Erector launcher (TEL): '!he canbined transporting
vehicle arxi launch platfonn for a GII:M.

World-wide Milita:J:y Cclmnarrl arxi control system: '!he operational
direction an:i support of U.5. forces deployed throughout the
world is provided through this system, which also contains
.the National Milita:J:y Cclmnarrl system.
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